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INTRODUCTION

In April of 2022, Strong Schools Maryland – the education advocacy organization responsible for
leading the charge in passing a set of sweeping education reforms known collectively as “The
Blueprint for Maryland’s Future” in 2019 and 2020 – commissioned a report that would catalog the
“return on investment” of these reforms. The report, entitled An Updated Economic & Fiscal
Assessment of Education Reform in Maryland provides an exhaustive evaluation of the yields (and
when those yields will be realized) on the temporal, financial, and production investments into
Maryland’s public education system.
Sage Policy Group, a policy analytics firm chaired by Dr. Aniban Basu, the Governor Hoganappointed former Chairman of the Maryland Economic Development Commission, prepared the
report (which is itself a successor to 2019’s An Economic Assessment of Kirwan Commission
Recommendations). The findings provide comprehensive analyses that are deeply encouraging,
and which leave us with an unequivocal conclusion: Public education, specifically, the
transformation of Maryland’s public schools into World Class Schools, must be every Marylander’s
top priority.
In these pages, you will find detailed recommendations for how you can aggravate the power
dynamic in Maryland, agitate your community’s understanding of the inequities that our students,
families, and educators face every day, and activate your friends, family, and neighbors to advance
and affect the changes that we should all seek for Maryland.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

And their answers!

Q:

What is an ROI Report?

Q:

Does the delay in the implementation timeline cost the state money?

Q:

When will we see additional revenue as a result of the blueprint?

Q:

How does the blueprint lead to state revenue generation?

A: “ROI” Means “Return on Investment.” An ROI Report seeks to reliably answer and itemize the if, when, and how of a
given investment based on data analysis and comparisons from similar investments. In a public policy sense, an
ROI report details whether tax dollars are being invested wisely into the economy.

A: While we don’t know whether we could have saved more money, we DO know that the costs of delays in
implementation were only able to be offset by an infusion of Federal funds. The ROI report shows that the average
Marylander will save more than $2,000 over our original projections, so the delay is, fortunately, not going to set us
back, fiscally, however the cost to student achievement is incalculable..

A: Returns will begin in 2032 – not 2033, as previously projected. This is when benefits will start to be pumped back
into the economy as a result of the Blueprint investment. The revenue coming in will EXCEED the investment spent
by 2038, THREE FULL YEARS earlier than expected!

A: There are multiple ways the Blueprint increases state revenues, but principally, by creating jobs, and increasing
pay for the average Marylander, which increases purchasing power and tax money for the state!

Key FINDINGS
Here, you’ll find the framing and key dialog that Strong Schools Maryland and our network of Teams of 10
and advocacy partners across the state will use to participate in discourse (good faith) and combat
rhetoric (bad faith) as is required to meet the moment. These bullet points should equip you with the tools
you need to answer questions – helpful or hostile – like an expert.
An Updated Economic & Fiscal Assessment of Education Reform in Maryland yielded three major findings:

Changes made to the Blueprint implementation timeline
by the state legislature have lightened the net fiscal
burden on state and local governments relative to the
2019 measure–by about $16.5 billion,
Blueprint investment returns begin a year earlier
under the new implementation timeline, with returned
benefits to Marylanders–decreased incarceration,
social support demand, increased earnings, and more–
exceeding costs in fiscal year 2032, rather than in
FY2033 as initially calculated in the 2019 study, and
Benefits exceed costs by $57 million in FY32. Maryland’s
total fiscal breakeven point–when all the dollars
invested in Blueprint implementation are exceeded by
the benefits caused by implementation–occurs three
years earlier (in fiscal year 2038) than the FY2041
calculation from the 2019 report.

TALKING POINTS

The Blueprint was a great investment before, but now – it's a sensational
investment. We want to make sure when we engage in discussion and discourse
about the Blueprint for Maryland's future, we're doing it in a way that is easy
to understand AND easy to share. Here, we'll boil down each KEY finding into a
"talking point" for you to add to your repertoire.

INSTEAD OF SAYING:

TRY:

"The most recent report from Strong Schools Maryland shows that we’re saving $16.5 billion
statewide – that’s an average of $687,000,000 in savings per county!”

OR:

“We thought this was a gREAT investment in 2019, and it’s proven to be an even better investment in
2022. State and local governments will save $16.5 billion to improve Maryland Schools!”

OR: “Each and every Marylander will save more than $2,500 by making our
schools World Class Schools!”
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TALKING POINTS

...Here, we'll boil down each KEY FINDING into a "talking point" for you to add to your repertoire.

INSTEAD OF SAYING:

TRY:

“It’s incredibly rare for things to happen sooner than expected – but Public Education will
begin paying dividends to Marylanders a year sooner than we originally predicted.”

OR:

“The Blueprint is better than ‘on time and under budget,’ it’s ‘beating the
deadline and Paying us Dividends!"

OR:

“The good news is: The Blueprint will start paying us back a year early. The better
news is benefits like lower crime, better jobs, higher incomes, and a healthier state
begin even earlier!”
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TALKING POINTS

...Here, we'll boil down each KEY FINDING into a "talking point" for you to add to your repertoire.

INSTEAD OF SAYING:

TRY:

“Fiscal Year ‘32 may seem a long way away, but it’s less than 10 years, and we’ll
see non-monetary returns on our investment far sooner. “

OR:

“The Blueprint will start putting money back in Marylanders’ pockets in
less than 10 years, and social benefits could start as soon as 2025, when
the first seniors to complete 4 years of #blueprint4MD high school begin
to graduate!’”

SOCIAL MEDIA RESOURCES

IMAGES TO SHARE
EXPLAINER IMAGES

"2038" Slides

"TIMELINES" Slides

Send a pre-written tweet!
CLICK TO TWEET.
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